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POETRY

6

Paul David Adkins
Reflections on the Ohio Penitentiary Fire of 1930: A Non-Lesson in Empathy, as Taught by
Soldiers Surrounding the Conflagration to Prevent Escape

As usual, we don’t understand:
others hurt to burn.
Having never seen these
others as people,
why would we expect this screaming
and ringing cups on prison bars
like a chorus of cracked bells
toll-humming with split tongues,
bodies roiling in their individual hells,
to move us.
The survivors will try
to escape. We are certain.
They’ll understand
the Maxims and bayonets
waiting at the gates.
Except they’re running back to the flames,
not because we’re stationed at the only way out.
They’re sprinting with keys, disappearing in smoke.
They do it to themselves.
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Tanner Armatis
Clouds

8

KC Bailey
House of Mourning

I walk the hallway, black ribbon in hand;
footsteps click
and echo,
fill in for the absent tick
of clocks – all stopped.
My throat tightens
as I fasten the knot
to hang the yew and boxwood ring
outside – a symbol to those that pause
that another has passed.
Veiled mirrors reveal reflections
of our hopeful union, when the lace
covering my face would bring tears
of a different kind. Now void.
Not yet apart,
but departed.
Dearly lost,
I sit beside you – ever vigilant.
Three more days ‘til our last night,
but you won’t wake,
and we’ll never sleep.
Photographs face down, my face
turned away; yours as wax in candlelight –
clothed as on your finest day.
I wear a jet necklace with a lock
of your hair; violet scent preserves the air.
Flowers don’t celebrate, they conceal you,
still our time together is done. Feet-first you are carried
so other souls don’t follow; half hidden
behind a black-bordered handkerchief,
I watch your coined eyes
disappear.

9

(House of Mourning, continued, stanza break)

Rain fell on the procession – a good omen, they say;
then cumulous applause confirmed
you’d arrived in Heaven,
and I thanked God for forgiving
our sins of omission.
Your grave shall bloom, where once we feared
only weeds would grow, yet it goes
untended. Since the picture fell
and a sparrow visited the piano,
on the door there hangs
a white ribbon.
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KC Bailey
Shades

You are mist behind the veil
that ripples at my touch
do you hear the spiders breathing
it is to your life I clutch
I long, long to make you hear me
my voice passes by your eyes
like the fading light of summer
winter brings such swift demise
The hours blur to eons
and I am left behind
to whisper in these splintered walls
a shade of humankind.
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KC Bailey
Washed Up

She made a doll
from a dishrag
and called her
Sacrifice
– no eyes, no mouth
only a longing
presence
mute beauty
edged blue and red
her skirt worn
and stained,
threads pulled
– bleach boiled
she brightened
before silently
falling apart.
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Sean Beatty
Turtles in Time

Time is a Chuck-E-Cheese in 2003, and we’re a dusty
arcade machine neglected, and left brutalized by prepubescent palms.
We’re joysticks slapped around in every direction, our buttons
constantly depressed until one day they don’t spring back up.
Time is a New York City sewer, and we’re turtles
adrift in a river of refuse. We swim with the rats,
stuck underground, fighting the Ooze that made us
monsters and the monsters that made us heroes.
Time is the Statue of Liberty stock still, and we’re tired
huddled masses hopelessly watching as she’s slowly
eroded by the elements – stolen out from underneath us.
Another life spent in vain trying to win her back. Shell Shocked!
Time is a pterodactyl dropping rocks chipping our health away,
swooping down with talons tuned to make us turtle soup.
Time is a pirate ship through troubled waters steady rocking
backing and forth waiting for us to be bopped from its deck.
Time is a Game Over screen counting down from ten
and we’re adolescent pockets depleted of to appease its demands.
We’re high scores waiting to be erased by a new breed of turtles
with pockets full of coins and hope – just like we once had.
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Ruth Beddow
A gigantic kiss rowed toward him
After Tess Gallagher

on the roof of the new Birmingham Library
a structure most residents called
an architectural catastrophe
a structure we admired for its reckless
steamrolling of the past
the kiss announced itself unhurriedly
like the swarm of a dandelion head
all asexual and nearly dead
another rowed in later that day
at the Custard Factory
under the railway arches
then another, bolder on platform four
at Moor Street, then on that train
where we rocked like brazen stalks
into one another’s worlds
and swerved aside in time
and you got off at Dorridge
and nothing ever came of it
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Maria Bolaños
Brighter
After the myth of Apolaki and Mayari, why the Sun is brighter than the Moon

It’s always the golden boy who declares war
on his sister. Who was there to witness
the silver and steel in her skin
how she could fight
and she could fight
and
fight
I am no less
than you

and

fight

and he could punish.
Justice is blind so it goes
She would never see
an equal kingdom
there is no equal
king dom
She would live on the dark side of the
story nobody
complains when the sun shines each morning everybody is busy
filling in their own craters
nobody looks hard at the sun.
I smooth half my face in obligation
in the oblique night
of forgetting
the truth: when I sleep
I remember
in the long shadow of memory is

my right

eye
I am owed.
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Maria Clark
Sack of Potatoes

Balancing, on the trapeze of the sofa’s arm,
Our feet tingled.
You locked your arms around our waists and
tossed us over your shoulder – as if we weighed
less than a sack of potatoes.
You called to ‘Bert,’ helpless with laughter,
And slowly began the mountain climb up
To our bedrooms.
We slipped from your embrace to the blankets
beneath, eyes closing. But during the night we
would wake you up, still wanting to be
a sack of potatoes.
Without complaint, you left your bed to join
our own, letting us tuck our feet beneath the sheet
and yourself. We’d wake up, free from nightmares,
watching you twist your stiff neck, and want to
play our favourite game:
being a sack of potatoes.
Some nights you read to us – all of us sardines
in the sardine tin of your bed. Your voice, low
and steady, washing over us.
The steady hum of your laughter; singing tunelessly;
Calling out on the bike rides,
Were the best pieces of our childhoods.
Now, we are too big and too heavy to play
our favourite game – though not too old.
We’ll wait, on the trapeze of the sofa’s arm,
Waiting for our bedtime stories, and the
mountain climb to our bedrooms.
Waiting to be
a sack of potatoes
One more time.
16

Rhiannon Cobb
By the tree

Henry is whining and sniffing and wagging
his tail by the tree
where we buried you seven weeks ago
I whined alongside him for the first three
until everyone asked me to ‘please collect myself,
it’s breaking their hearts even further’
I would collect myself
but I don’t know where I put myself
except in the earth with you
(but I don’t say that due to the heartbreak thing.)
some days waking up
to the tree outside my window
is a treasure
how good to learn one thing
in greater detail each day
how nice to know you’re lying right there
other days I wake up to a restless
fire in my capillaries which spreads
to my fingertips
I look into the mirror
at my pupils eclipsing my brown eyes
like yours
and I ask my pupils: is this love or terror?
who respond: they are the same
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Rhiannon Cobb
three point turn in the cul-de-sac

you found real love i found cheap rent
at the corner of dufferin and bloor
a place to lie facedown on the floor
and lick my wounds that flowed
like the swiss-made pen i bought you
that never dries up
sometimes i feel like a dropped ceramic mug
the pieces are still in the back of the cupboard
i just haven’t gotten around to fixing it yet
from someone or other’s 12th floor balcony
the houses look like church pews
the trees awkward and sparse
like lonely people leaving
a poorly attended sunday service
so i pretend i was there
and in my newfound pious righteousness
i confess what i should know by now —
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Rob Colgate
Enormity

Another boy runs from your profession. Please,
no shame in how you nd home in constant
nonsense. How you fade to inconsistent
presence in his mind. How you always
pretend your mind has all these ways
of holding together. It falls apart.
Gold strings try to gather your fallow heart.
You told him your mind has many windows.
He told you he’d mend the many windows
but had forgotten what caring was. Were you sad?
You had forgotten whose car it was where you said
But really, I want to never forget this.
But Rob, I still want you— never forget this.
Another joy blooms from our prefrontal play.
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Pat Connors
Our Road
For Mrs. G

On sunny days
we strolled by the schoolyard
recalled our latest game
and talked trash to each other.
They say that life is what you make it.
One moment you’re 15, the next you’re 50.
The loss you have had is less than the love
you have gained until there is another loss.
On rainy days
we ran by the schoolyard
splashed little drops of happiness
which mixed sweetly with our tears.
Life is what it is today.
We share a meal made of love
afraid to take the leftovers
in case they might be the last.
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Madeleine Corley
Compromise

I keep leaving
the door open, asking
for bears. Each night,
another play, windowsills filled
with memorabilia, with dead
ladybugs, whom, when swept away,
act dutifully their parts as pebbles.
I want to build a set
solely made of stones,
where all the props are rocks:
a Toto of basalt, the witch’s
candied house a cairn.
I want an actor for this autumnal
grief, the actor who weathers
wind not with silt but like maple trees.
So when I am dead and Goldilocks
wanders in, stage right, still
half in dream, she catches
the orchestra’s cue, turns center
and says “it’s all just right.”
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Madeleine Corley
There are so Many Beautif ul Things
Inspired by Molly Brodak

I tell you, stars are everything,
especially silk
spider eggs, islanding
the under
sheeth of metal bed
frames,
us, a finite layer
of dust.
I am scared
to choke
on sleep, its legs
crawling into
my mouth, webs
lacing funerals
to my voice box.
Under too tired
springs, the music box
ballerina spins, still.
I would like to stay
in orbit.
If I say it enough,
then it has to
be true.
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Daun Daemon
All Kinds of Crazy Critters

Walking into Mama’s beauty shop on a Saturday afternoon
was like visiting the zoo, Daddy said:
all kinds of crazy critters were on display out there.
He’d come back into our house hooting about the women,
settle into his recliner with a beer,
and yammer on about the customers out in the shop.
Diana Drum drooping under a hair dryer on high heat
had a face red as a baboon’s butt
and a butt as broad as a double-wide trailer, he said.
Florence Green was a silky hen, her golden shag hairdo
fluffed out like wings, all her features except
that squawking mouth of hers hidden by the feathers.
Patsy Crump in a skull cap with spikes of hair poking out
and slathered with stinky bleach
was a prissy porky-pine missing some spines
Best of all was Betty Smith’s massive, stinky red beehive —
she went so long between shampoos,
that Daddy swore he once saw a swarm of bugs fly out.
After he stopped hee-hawing about the hairdos,
I’d take myself into my bedroom
and braid my long hair into two perfect brown pigtails.
When I sashayed past Daddy to show off my plaits,
he’d set to grunting like a fat hog in mud,
so I left him there to wallow and went to join the zoo.
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Daun Daemon
Eat Up With It

“She was just eat up with it,”
Mama would tell one customer about another
who died or was dying from cancer, a ravenous beast
I didn’t understand when I was 10 and listening
to the prissy busybodies gossip in Mama’s beauty shop.
“Eat up with it” —
I imagined African wild dogs devouring a wildebeest
from the belly in, which I knew happened because
I saw it on Wild Kingdom; that was being eaten, I thought,
not eat up; even then I wanted to correct words.
You could be “eat up”
with different emotions like guilt, envy, curiosity, or desire,
normal feelings that got their teeth into you and chewed,
becoming obsessions that could paralyze you, slow your reaction time,
which meant you’d be a wild dog’s dinner or its midnight snack.
We were told to “eat up”
or our food would go cold; old ladies could just eat up cooing babies
because they’re so cute, grabbing at them in their strollers,
alarming young mothers; puppies, too, and kittens — we could eat them up,
turning my stomach at the thought of calico casserole or Pekingese pâté.
“She was just eat up with it” —
the cancer that munched away at her uterus or her liver, maybe her brain —
I don’t remember which, but to speak it out loud satisfied somehow, as if to say
thank god she’s the one being eaten alive, not me, which put me in mind of
the anxious wildebeest herd watching from a careful distance as the wild dogs,
bellies engorged and gurgling, settled down in the sun to digest their prey.
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Barbara Daniels
Ground Fog

I go out to walk toward gulls—
yellow eyes, small pink feet.
They face into bitter gusts
and choppy water. A gleaming
gannet flashes to waves as if shot
from the sky, plunge diving.
I acknowledge the sins I’m most
guilty of: sloth, despair. I start
my car and begin counting
mileposts, old-timey road music
playing along—banjos, fiddles,
words like loose gravel.
Ground fog hangs on
like toxic mud that won’t let
a goose go, every hill rolling me
toward something steeper.
I want eggs dripping golden
in skillets. Coffee, sunlight, bread.
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Patricia Davis-Muffett
Wild Child

It took a moment before I could turn-slide on black ice, answering spin across highway
in the thankfully empty dawn. Wheels over ceiling
slowing from seconds to minutes to hours.
I hesitate, not wanting to turn my head and look.
Still, years later, I flush with relief-stunned open eyes, shards of glass in hair,
all three, miraculously whole.
My middle child sitting under crushed metal
still too small to be crushed by crumpled car.
Since birth, I wondered how long I could hold
this laughter, mischief, impossible curls.
Finding that lump under skin,
I imagined what loomed.
Lucky, again and again.
The friend. a poor secret-keeper,
who opened the black box of your cutting,
letting me walk inside.
Now, fourteen, my hands held out,
cupping whatever morsel you seek-luring your wild animal self
to inch closer as I pretend indifference.
This is the part you can not comprehend:
I have lost you again and again.
Like every young mother,
watching their infant,
willing their tiny lungs:
“Breathe.”
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Sarah Etlinger
Demeter Unbound

Some say winter is born wet and wild,
screaming in the night.
I don’t mind the noise.
I prefer cold when it sneaks up on me.
What gives us rage keeps us warm.
Over there are the remains
of the wooden altar
where I prayed—day and night-for your return.
Now dark sinks over
the bruise of the earth where it stood.
Let the cold bless my ragged knees.
Let winter run roughshod through the ripples in my hair.
Let the wind shriek and scream.
Stay as long as you like.
I have been here before, and I have no fear.
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Catherine Garrett
Déanaim dearmad ar mo theaghlach agus cuimhin liom

The Irish word for queer is scuaine
translate back to English and you get Queue
Queer is Scuaine is Queue or: waiting
weigh the words against each other then patience becomes patient
dying woman walks into an ER gets told to wait in line
There is no option for audio on irish google translate
which wouldn’t be a problem if the language of my family didn’t skip a generation
heritage and I watch each other from the fringes of our vision
identity waits in the wings unable to leave then
heavy silence sits in my mouth when I realize
I can’t answer to the ghosts who haunt me
history sleeps with memory/memory, by history
we all forget more than we remember
my silent identity
mouth open and no sound comes out
two generations later my ancestors don’t know what to call me
and so, I wait
Agus Mar Sin Fanfaidh me
translated back to English you get
stay instead of
wait
call this
dis-orientation
Bean ghear
Queer woman
back to English sharp lady
I am the only Queer person in my family I know of
that must count for something
I can feel the strangeness
like gan baint
not belonging
back to English and you get
without touching
but that is not to say I do not reach.
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Leah Holleran
In Another Fantasy Outside of Time

we climbed trees at thirty
and got whiskey-drunk in a field of blueberries
celebrating a rebellion made of ink and paint
voices raised in folk songs and fuck yous.
we fought fascism at forty-five
and felt
fifteen
and forgot to fear spectres
of failure and loneliness
but befriended the night
and drove dark desert highways on a bus
sleeping under stars and
planting seeds that might sprout
if another soul behind us
followed in our footsteps
we cleared the air
with words and with work
and the only smoke stacks were
the tiny ones from our lips and
the cigarettes we picked up in New Jersey
and finished in Flagstaff.
we transcended time and rejected
responsibilities
that we deemed distractions from
reality
valuing vitality
and not just our own.
my imagination is of two minds
it mourns what you missed
what we missed
I miss you.
and it wonders if maybe you left the
party on time
before the lights came on and all that was left
was to clean up the mess.
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Leah Holleran
Multitudes

Who are you? she said. I answered no one
but it was a lie.
An easy lie, easier than explaining that yesterday
I was a green-footed toad, and the day before that
I was music when the notes are silent
and the day before that I was the color evergreen
and today
I haven’t decided yet.
She still took me home.
Who are you? he said. I asked who do you want me to be
but I already knew the answer.
What I didn’t know was if
I was it
because I was only half-pixie
and the other half was gremlin
castrated
and I was trying to love them both the same.
He did.
Who are you?
The answers go missing when
I am the questioner
because there are faces made of stars in the dark
and all of them are mine
and I shed the words like an exoskeleton, and every time,
another skin, pink and tender, is still there underneath
and it longs to be touched
and it likes to be touched
and it fears to be touched
because already multitudes are bursting inside of it
and it doubts whether it can hold any more
and so it wonders Who am I?
The longing and the loving to be touched?

30

(Multitudes, continued, no stanza break)

by him and her and them?
The indifference like the skins already gone, that says
I am plenty without holding someone else
inside me?
When they ask, who am I?
I say
I contain multitudes.
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Leah Holleran
A Stone’s Throw Down the Road

“Oh, I know where you’re going,”
says the watcher at the crossroads
with a voice like the wind.
“Do you?” you say. “Please, tell me”
The watcher snickers, their laugh like
a rock when you kick it down the street.
“If I tell you where you’re going, you’ll never get there.”
What advice can the watcher give? “Only these directions:
From this crossroads, carry straight on, whichever path you choose.
When you reach the gorge of fearing failure
(a gaping maw in the calloused road
you can’t—literally can’t—miss it)
Push right on past.”
“Through it?” you ask. “Or around?”
The watcher at the crossroads cackles again
“Either way, it’ll claim you. If you aren’t careful. If you don’t keep going.
Then, at the ridge of rejection
walk along it.
Look down at the pretty river
gurgling lies
but don’t descend. Then turn to be on your way again.”
You hesitate, but can’t help inquiring, “Left or right?”
The rock gets kicked further down the road.
“Then you’ll reach the pool of passivity.
Don’t drink.
From there, you’ll go up.”
“Up?’
“Yes, up. Or down...Yes, or down.”

32

(A Stone’s Throw Down the Road, continued, stanza break)

You don’t bother asking which.
“And you won’t tell me
where I’ll find myself?”
“Oh, I’ll tell you that dear.
You’ll find yourself along the way.”
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Grace Hui
Rainy November / divergence

In rainy November we napped in empty classrooms,
the lights turned off, our desks pushed close together.
You closed your eyes, I opened mine
to find the shadows of your eyelashes,
wonder the high places you’d go.
Red bricks, old schools, we used to dream together.
We hid from teachers, hushing each other
as we giggled in the spare room,
eyes darting this way and that.
You started reading my mind, picking up my pieces before I uttered a word.
You know you don’t need to thank me, you said,
and I knew then this was special.
But we were young, an amorphous shape,
still growing into our mouths newly free of braces.
How I wish I knew then what I do now,
that soon our paths would diverge
and I would stop knowing you like the texts we pored over,
and our teachers would grow old and our
naptime classrooms derelict.
If only I knew in rainy November
what we could have been
[before the divergence began].
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Grace Hui
The Thames

On a rainy weekend, I forced my mother and I to watch a documentary neither of us cared
about, simply so I could converse with people I did not care for.
The River, it is the Tems, not
the Tames (like me):
I hurried home to tell my mother,
so she would not feel the same flush in her cheeks.
Leicester has two syllables, I learned as I
hurried to drop
colonial leftovers from my lexicon,
frantically burying the creole I once spoke with ease,
now a dirty mistake to disown.
I delved into the history of Marylebone
simply so I could decide if I wished to speak
the language of a local, born and bred, or a public school product,
or a European expat; anything
foreign to my native tongue.
On a rainy weekend, I forced my mother and I to watch a documentary neither of us cared
about. If only I had known it was yesterday’s news by then.
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John Johnson
Cream Cheese and Jelly

The lunch bell rings,
and I grab the squished brown bag.
I unwrap my esteemed sandwich
from its aluminum armor.
It did not protect its contents
from the weight of my geometry textbook.
Cream cheese spread evenly
on crust-free white bread.
With a not-so-thin layer of
raspberry jelly.
The meticulous construction
breached by gloopy ooze.
My sticky hands retrieve
a jelly-stained note:
“I love you,
Mom.”
The outline of the heart
filled with red.
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Kitty Jospé
Gathering Weight

Start with America.
So-called after a Latinized
name of an explorer, after the
“New World” was “discovered.” After
all, there WERE people before and after…
But now let us be glad for the rain, for the cold mist,
to weigh each word in shade no light has kissed—no magic
of sunsparkle on dew, on lake, no slate, schist, mica, mirror, only a
lingering ache, that sharp twist of what should be good for all, absolutely
dismissed.
What God to trust on this dollar bill, and how can a land so cheerfully sung, be
made for you and me— stand on liberty, justice for all, when we ban native tribes,
disband, disperse, dispense their traditions? On what leg do you stand declaring “freedom”
and “pursuit of happiness?” A reprimand against those who torture, abuse, enslave is not enough
to ban
evil acts. Did they really happen, these memories of peaceful times?
Let us remember we all make mistakes, and only some scribed in rhymes—Let us
remember, we all seek to survive, some only with nickels and dimes. Let us remember,
as history asks what defines living, to understand crimes that call out for mending, that call
out never again. Our conscience chimes we are not solo— reminds us: gather everyone’s weight.
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Kitty Jospé
Love Song

Perhaps there is no way
of knowing if what we know
is true
but what saves me from not knowing,
are your fingers
when they stroke my skin
especially when
we roll in
the monopoly of a moment together.
It does not matter that each day in December darkens
a little earlier, and a garish orange Christmas tree,
created on the windows of the top eight floors
of the tall bank building replaces the sun at dawn…
Nor does it matter that each day of the new year
lightens earlier, lingers longer—
The weeks roll together
and we roll too,
celebrations and complaints.
All I want, no matter when,
is the wrap of you,
confirmed in the seam of our skin.
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Kitty Jospé
O!... today was that kind of day!
With a thank you to Amanda Gorman 1/20/21

the kind
of day that when the sun came out,
caught those branches high in the sky,
caught that soft silver fur of magnolia bud,
caught the russet peels of the paperbark maple,
caught the white duvet of fresh snow
on bushes bearing red berries
the world filled with the sound of wings,
an angel chorus however you understand the tossing
back and forth of light and grace—
even the gulls over the river caught that light,
swooping, diving, as if they knew
today was the day to pitch out hate, despair—
a day to catch beams of light to be spread for everyone, everywhere—
everything filled with this energy of grace—
O! today was the reminder of never-ending: how winter passes
to spring, dusk to dawn and never-ending shifts as the thread
of human affairs shuttles its way, tosses, catches, braids—
gains, losses, and the “just is” that goes beyond
man-made rules about what’s born, what dies, what’s taught—The sycamore knows,
like the moss spreading out on the shagbark’s toes—
Oh yes, the sycamore knows, its majestic arms rise up—
and show us the strength of embrace.
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Stephen Kingsnorth
Callers
Previously publish with American Writers Review

Robin, he calls here all the time I see more visitors these days counterintuitive I say
so frequently appearance made but each one breathes a different air,
our distancing always maintained.
A wide array, my contact list all breeds of village passers-by,
both halt and lame, the bully, shy,
and single mother with her son.
The microwave beyond their use,
but busy selves in sorting food some hatch nut loaf - not quite my taste;
they fuss about, raising the dust,
egged on by sorting every need,
as flutter by like birds engrossed.
My door displays no callers, hawks,
but, it seems, they cannot read;
the startling comes, the pecker too,
the creepers, chafing, green of gill,
the rush of great with coal and blue,
and all around some corvidae.
I wondered how the human zoo
reacts to those refusing cage;
these flighty characters at large
show no plans to self-isolate.
Spring growth observed from garden seat;
when said emergency relaxed,
no reason why this phase should cease;
in hiding, though my secret clear in days of lockdown and beyond,
I crave increase in visitors.
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Kara Knickerbocker
Antidepressants for Breakfast

How I wake, little energy for much else—
Not the laundry sleeping by the stairs, second hand silver spoons in the sink,
amber sunset tugging from outside the window, pointing at the time
and time is a begging bitch, isn’t she?
Poems to read and be written,
blackberries to pick with my aging father in silence,
old bones to pick with my brother, though we’re past that now.
All the things to learn that my mother hasn’t taught me,
and lips that need a good drowning in another’s, a sharp whiskey,
or, no, that’s not it—
All the mirrors in the world I haven’t looked into
(which is to say I travel to see the face of God,
not the stranger in my own reflection,
or to outrun your ghost).
And so I sit up,
I let the dead rinse off of me—
there is still so much work to do.
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Kara Knickerbocker
Thrifting with Her

Even now I feel my mother,
pushing the metal cart with a broken wheel,
squeaking slowly down aisles
of sweaters and slacks, stopping to examine black purses
& turn faux Fenton glass over in her expert hands.
Baseball team t-shirts, red velvet skirts, brown loafers size 9,
half-bright beaded necklaces beside the chunky cash register.
We entered those double doors ready as secondhand soldiers
knowing the way this war is woven,
a missing button isn’t the end of the world.
This vintage love a stain I don’t want to get out.
Maybe it started from counting pennies,
those colored tags were 99 cent miracles,
garage sales and dollar bags were the best days, treasure
we could find buried in those racks
echoes through me still. Her body
a melting birthday cake in the dressing room.
Now I prefer everything gently used, like
my world a little lived-in, hate washing my jeans,
how they stiffen, rather keep the night on them.
I want a jacket that has known the rain,
see what kind of strange love is bound
in these yellowing books, just waiting
for someone to pull them from the shelves.
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Sandra Kolankiewicz
The Unforeseen Consequences of Things Unplanned

Each morning I grab the wire, telegraph
to a pear-shaped world still unattached and
immaterial, merely a metaphor
for the currents swirling the globe, less to
do with weather than miasma taken by
a sudden wind of discontent reaching
critical mass. When you began to describe
your god, he looked nothing like mine, you with the
guns, me scribbling away as if my thoughts meant
something. I’m still not sure what you worship
except the long-term vision seems unwell
and unsustainable, for had you not
cut family planning from your foreign aid, we’d
have more goats and rabbits than people who
want to kill us. Each dawn I reach into
the same sky as you, enough blue for all
in spite of the vapor trails stretching out, yet
we’re here on the ground in a rabble, not
seeing there’s plenty for each still, all the souls
you called into being, who need to be
born in violence over and over to
accept the sacred, your sanctimony
ensuring their arrival in a world with
nothing to do but start over again.
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Fransivan MacKenzie
i once wrote a song for you

and the lyrics are still pressed into the pages of my now-dusty diary. i tucked the words into the vault of
my chest the night i wrote it. as if i could keep cattlehearts from taking flight if i trapped them into the
covers of my moleskin journals. your eyes were my favorite cage, sad boy, did you know that? i loved
how they swirled deep and black like my favorite coffee - the one we shared that afternoon of april we
were reviewing for our college entrance exams. i remember that summer as much as i remember the last
time you said goodbye. i keep the ringing bells of your laughter stuck in my head to play when it is too
quiet, which is whenever i forget that you now go home to someone else. i hope she sings you to sleep. i
hope she plays your james taylor records when hushes can’t calm your panic attacks. i hope she fiddles
with that scar on your right hand that is shaped like texas. sweet boy, i keep your name hidden in my
verses as if i could hide the truth forever. i only write to you in enigmatic epistolary poems as if i could
seal love into an envelope. as if it was love. as if, at seventeen, i knew anything about it at all.
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Daniel McGee
Colored in Allergies

Today it’s the left side of my head that pulses with pressure
just like a Bop It: the pain twists from temple to jaw, pulls
at my eye socket, slams on my skull like an open hand.
The beat feels constant, but I know it’s slowly accelerating
the same way these early Spring days are getting longer.
Our campus trees are preparing to hit their Yellow Period
in stride: they’ll cover everything below in the only palette
of yellows they know: pollens for us to find when waking.
They’ll collect trails of footprints as we crowd the sidewalks
at 8:55 and abandon them by 9:00. The cedars will say that’s the art:
human nature stamped on the canvas. Zema Blue will say
their branches are the brushes he could never find.
I’ll say the only art I know is watercolor with this eyedropper
trying to shade my swollen eyes a lighter red.
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Victoria Melekian
Hey, I’ll Believe Anything

Months after quarantine and still
we’re home, working on Zoom,
wiping down cereal boxes and milk cartons,
rinsing lettuce, broccoli, and snap peas,
exploring the ethics of hoarding
while waiting for Clorox and paper towels
to land on the porch. We celebrate birthdays
on line or six feet apart, skipping hugs
and blowing kisses, crossed fingers
our family will survive as people get sick
and die and government does nothing.
I can’t leave my grandchildren
a world without hope
so I’m choosing to trust the sweet potato
growing long leafy sprouts
from a blue bowl on my kitchen counter.
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Victoria Melekian
There’s a Lot of Collected Energy in There

Conversing with my husband,
I can almost see the synapses
inside his head, ideas pulsing
like solar flares. His brain
is a high-tech slipstream
of information zooming across
an intricate web of wires and pulleys.
My words ride a roller coaster track,
slide down a silver chute and drop
into a gravity-free zone where
“Do you want ice cream”
will float, forever unanswered.
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David Miller
Fishing Off the Dock

I remember casting in the city
chucking red and white daredevils
across a cul-de-sac sea
sailing lures
up and over the neighbour’s holly
my hands bleeding
trying to pull the line away
Embedding a set of treble hooks
from a pikey minnow
in the back of my Dad’s head
the Doc in Bobcaygeon removed
Polishing a spoon
without knotting it on the line
how the silver and brass
sparkled somersaults into the water
I remember a boy fishing off the dock
spinning cowboy circles
curling loops around himself that remain forever.
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Jacob Minasian
Deficit

I am asymmetrical.
I will never know what
the left part of my nose
would feel like if it were
the right part of my nose.
Certain dirt doesn’t
hit shoes the same way.
There is a breach that one
might fill with a selfcemented imagination.
As if simulation is gospel.
As if opinion is option.
I can’t smell or see
or hear death’s aftermath
in a city my vote
couldn’t salvage. I can
dictate my obfuscation
with a remote control.
I can surf away from the
obvious abscess
in the country’s gut. Just
ask anyone knowingly not
trying to die. I have bundled
internet and sanitizer and
sanity, while so many say,
“It won’t be so bad. Here,
let me get that for you.”
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Jacob Minasian
The Thermos

I watch a plane overhead, heading to the
Cincinnati airport in Kentucky at 2:34 am.
Sometimes I feel bad for the mozzarella
sticks melting in the oven at 450 degrees.
How would I feel if they did that to me?
Sometimes I wake up outside
an airport in a strange city, and realize
I am in a nightmare, and I realize I am
awake. The same as snow, linear, falling
on top of itself. Do you ever think, if I
hadn’t been through that, would I breathe
differently? Like if those two fenders
hadn’t met at that North Bend intersection,
would I still bury that day under six shots
of tequila? All those cars watch.
I can’t lift my left arm. Our car gushes
its fluids as upheld phones roll by from rolled
down windows, and I see my fiancé’s
thermos, full of the un-drank coffee, prepared
for not this, but another whole day, resting
at the foot of the passenger seat, as I palm
my shoulder at the curb. It is the thermos
that thatches a patch on my memory. I am
grateful; my fiancé is safe next to me. But
there goes the day un-lived, the moments
not had, and altered are all the weeks after.
A wedding, a honeymoon, a husband attempting
his wife’s luggage on train station steps in Paris,
against her condemnation. I am grateful.
And would I exchange a single detail,
watching that plane at 2:34 am, just before lying
next to my wife and my 4-month-old daughter,
in the dark, watching my hand disappear
over my bedside table for a full glass of water?
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Jacob Minasian
Too Tired for Sleep, Too Thirsty for Water

I wash my hands knowing
that I will not remember
washing my hands, which
knowing might make me
remember. I’ve written
things that ask not to be
written. From a
developed perspective,
the east is right
of the west. Continents
fit together not in
political ways. If only
things were as simple
as shapes, puzzles with
solutions as amenable
as cooling coffee over
a coffee table with warm
unadorned morning
lips, the soft certainty
of cardboard edges that
the cover art guarantees
go somewhere. Every
piece is included. Every
form, its curve and corner,
is promised its caress.
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Lawrence Moore
Our Display

We reach desired altitude,
our banners streaming taut behind
contrived by tipsy evening hands
when anything was possible.
We wave to an imagined crowd,
approximate our blurry sketch.
We criss-cross through the atmosphere,
we slowly crank the dial,
though in the thick of our display,
a moment here, a moment there,
we patiently remind ourselves this isn’t about us,
but those we’re scared of letting down the ones who didn’t get to fly and every ailing cause relayed
by eager, drunken, midnight mouths.
We try to catch the people’s eye,
we improvise with pitch and yaw,
do hammerheads and loop the loops.
We roll, we near-collide.
Again, we stop to pinch ourselves,
go searching for our level heads,
but would it hurt to make this just a smidgeon about us?
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Charlotte Murray
Other Half

She calls you her Other Half and I think of an apple,
sliced open and left out to brown around the core.
An orange, overripe and slack, ready to fall apart
without its binding of bright skin.
Bookends with the pages of a life held
tightly between, no matter how torn or mottled.
Nesting side tables clunky, clumsy, chipped,
no longer fitting exactly but incomplete without the other.
Greasy triangles of pizza cooling in the box,
do you want the other half now or shall we save it?
‘Where’s the other half?!’ screamed from a window
as flurries of bank statements fall like snow.
The time, before you met her, that you introduced me
as your other half, kissed the crescent moon of my mouth.
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Charlotte Murray
Your poem is good, but

you need to speak slower,
a man comes over to inform me
as I lower myself back onto my seat,
shaking. The foggy waterfall of his beard
quivers silver under the strip lights,
a chuckle of rocks sliding down the weathered cliff
of his face and smashing into the settlement
below. He was one of those people
who read for the same reason they ogle the mangle
of car crashes. He knows that poetry is an exercise
of excision, of slicing out the splinters
with the scalpel of the pen,
but expects the poet to be unscarred.
He wants to entertain himself with pain
carefully pinned down to crisp white pages,
with loss that can be closed up and put back on a shelf;
not witness a past that bursts like a seed pod,
scattering the audience with sorrow.
He laps up words like a cool glass of water
when he can read them in his own carefully moderated
tone, but not when they reclaim the room with the rage
of a swollen river, boldly following its course,
daring to compete with his ancient caw.
He wants pain engraved on paper, not on skin.
He wants hysteria in poetry but sanity in person.
Never realising that if it was easy to speak,
there would have been no need for verse.
Like a murder of crows taking flight I rise,
levelling the dark pools of our eyes, and whatever
he sees in mine makes him turn
and leave.
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Lamar Neal
Goodwill

I got hired on the spot
As a sales representative
In a dingy, old thrift store.
The pay wasn’t worth it thoughBarely enough to survive.
Clothes came in droves
Like all the sales.
Forgotten shorts and pants,
Most of the time unwashed.
With a little luck,
Unwashed with tags attached.
$9 an hour and
A brand new Hyundai.
That’s all I had to my name
That July.
Didn’t stay for a long time,
Only for three paychecks
Of digging and sorting,
Digging and sorting,
Through everybody’s history
But my own.
In the passing of each day
I felt just as old and dingy.
I had to get away
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Lamar Neal
I just might be depressed

And I don’t want anyone to know.
The realization came crashing down
halfway through my third play through
of Kid Cudi’s Man on the Moon II,
Envisioning life of stardom.
While he begged me not to play his song,
I cranked up the volume until my ears
Matched how I felt inside: bloody and worn
...like I fought 12 rounds
But at the same time, I felt warm.
The first time I beat depression,
I liberated my inner diva.
I survived,
And I never let the world forget.
I showed out, for real.
No one could tell me anything;
I stared death--dressed like me--In the eyes and lived.
I gotta admit,
My hands ended up dropping to my side,
My footwork became complacent,
And in that second,
Life knocked me off my feet
Now,
once again, I’m here
falling down this bottomless pit.
My hope gone. My heart is too.
I wonder if I’ll ever outgrow this shit.
Until that day, I’ll be on stage-one song from losing it.
Even if it feels like I’m crying wolf
Please don’t stop the music.
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James B. Nicola
Make Up

Some poems are mascara, and applied
to help You catch a glimpse of what’s inside
the eye. Mascara is not for mascara,
but for the eye.
That failing, some will mix with lucid tears
and turn them black. The clearness is still there,
just mixed, as ink. And so the poem falls
and wets the cheek
and swirls around the flesh and soaks up rouge.
How long the poem lingers on the cheek
determines how much rouge the poem sips.
Then at the lips
the poem is tasted. Some is fast spat out,
but some of it gets swallowed—drunk, digested,
pissed or shat. Either way it joins what’s spat
to wet the soil.
The drunken some, however, has coursed through
a body, and absorbed some molecules
of lungs or hearts or brains. The some then pissed
makes ponds or puddles
sometimes, to be evaporated, fall
as quenching rains. All fertilize the soil,
though, clear-black-red-blue-blood-guts-sweat-spit-piss—
even “love juice”—
transforming into gardens—wild or lined;
forests—untrod, conserved; and towns and cities—
quaint, bustling, gleaming, garish, grimy, great
as God’s own world
Whose splendor strikes my heart with utter awe,
my eye with such magnificence, that I
feel ill-equipped to face Your pullulating, ululating glory
without some make-up.
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Andre F. Peltier
79: Gold; Au

All things are either gold or not gold.
In The Great Gold Ledger, the gold side
has the mineral: atomic number 79,
abbreviation Au. The mineral that
launched a million ships. Conquistadors
lined their pockets with blood and rocks
for Mother Spain. Old, toothless men
panned streams and hauled TNT over
mountains, down rapids, through blinding
drifts for a chance to touch it, to smell it,
to taste it in their evening beans. There
are the golden years of retirement and
the golden years of yesterday: the nostalgic
tide of our fictionalized accounts. Also, the
hope for tomorrow in cast iron pots at
distant rainbow’s end. Gold looks to both
the past and the future. The golden
afternoons of autumn as the sun falls
through silent leaves on long September
Saturdays. The golden daffodils of early
spring mornings as the sun begins it warming
ascent. The golden oaths of our love and
honesty. Our golden word given with
handshakes and comfortable embraces. The
standard by which our money was calculated
before we understood its empty promise. The
hair of our high school sweethearts was also
golden, as was her heart itself and the locket
that hung over her heart. The way Pony Boy
stays, or should stay. The green of Acapulco
smiles shipped north to California and the
Heartland is gold too and also worth its weight
in gold. There are Golden Oldies on the radio:
Chubby Checker, The Platters, Del Shannon,

On the non-gold side of the ledger, we have
silver linings and ruby slippers, brass
buttons, and copper kettles. We have
hydrogen bombs and heavy water, hero
worship and hearts of stone. Friendships
are lifelong and solid but not solid gold.
Wedding rings can be platinum.
Engagement rings around slender fingers
Saint Christopher medals around traveling
necks, watches in pawn shop windows and
the windows of forgotten dreams: faux
or gilded, empty or lost. The
disappointment of pyrite in coal, fossils
sedimentary rocks. Crude oil is black
gold but not actual gold. The steely black
stare of the murderer and the shark. The
marbled halls of Congress and the
Acropolis. Fertility statues of the Goddess:
large breasts and wide hips of granite or
ivory, resin or wood. The Great Redwood
and Sequoia are held like precious metals
in the memories of Muir and California
holiday motor-lodge postcards. The layers
of the canyons of the Great Colorado: the
shale, the limestone, the sandstone of the
Paleozoic rocks. Beautiful and timeless, but
the canyon is not gold. Georgia has the red,
iron-rich soil. You can smell it as you drive
south from Macon to Waycross down US 23
Deep in the dirt of Alabama and deep in the
dirt farms of Mississippi goldless men with
sun in their eyes work their patches of
collards, sorghum, or soy and dream of
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(79: Gold; Au, continued, no stanza break)

Little Richard. They unlock the hidden safes and
expose our ancient souls to ancient sock-hops.
They created gold records too: “The Twist,” “The
Great Pretender,” “Runaway,” “Lucille.” We have
golden roads to devotion and golden tickets to
chocolate. We had gold stars on our homework
and golden opportunities in our failures.

panning for gold with their toothless 49er
Brethren. And happiness is a warm cup of
cocoa and a warm paperback; the
happiness in the contented agency of life
without the precious plunder of pirates
or priests. Life without the shimmer
of the golden light can also be sufficient.
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Kushal Poddar
Neutral Days

Near the northern end of our city,
we meet, often in one minute cafe
to sip bitterness liquefied, and nod at its
rather a Spartan decor, its walls’ lime
mortar grouting;
the war between us sees itself on a looking glass;
the blood seems always high on a thinner
bearing steroids pushed to skirmish against
what we now cannot recall, and so our blood flows
in between like a neutral strip ripping free
from flesh too dead to remember the fight.
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Halle Preneta
A Guide on How I Talk to Crushes

my brain buzzes whenever i think about talking to her am i bothering her i dont think so i feel
like she would tell me if i was bothering her but what if i am no i highly doubt that im not yes
but WHAT IF
the thoughts never end they just come streaming as my mind buzzes with excitement i want to
talk to her i want to get to know her more but my brain puts up a wall it forgets all words and
sentence structure and basic conversation skills
i want to talk to her but my brain keeps buzzing for more while at the same time it leaves me
incapacitated struggling for words struggling for air drowning in my own thoughts as i sit there
wanting to reach out but i cant
i
cant
i
to

want

i

but

cant
i just want to talk to her without my brain shutting down for the next two minutes i just want to
talk to her without my brain turning to mush i just want to talk to her without my brain buzzing
around like a honeybee jumping from thought to thought i just want to talk to her i just want to
talk to her i just want to talk to her
i just want to be able to talk i just want to be able to talk i just want to be able to talk…
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Sally Quon
In These Times
After Carl Sandberg

“In these times you have to be an optimist to open your eyes when you awake in the morning.”
- Carl Sandberg
In the night
these voices come to me, so many
times I heard
you call, it seems you
have forgotten
to stay out of my dreams, even after you forgot to
be the man you promised to be,
an ally, a lover, a friend. But hey, I’m an
optimist. I’ll be sure
to let you know if I decide to
open my heart, although
your resume ain’t great, your
eyes still haunt me
when the night is long and
you call, and I’m
awake and it was a dream, all
in my head, and now
the dawn washes you away, thank the gods for
morning
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Kevin Risner
April 3rd

when the ground is unyielding in its ability
to hold a burden known all too well to many
a deep inspection of shallow water
in caverns few humans reach
will be enough to surmise
time can ruin the best reflection
just like a stone
a hand
a fish
the precociousness of leaves
each disturbance has its own intentions
its own life
left to lift what has long been lost
what has long been
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Kevin Risner
I Intended to Go / on an Innocent Walk

and the first step outside sent me into the shrub to my left /
the ferocious gales along the lake strike again / wait
for the hand against the back
one never sees / something strange
in the air always feathers into a cacophonous howl /
calamine Julys are the worst / you know what I mean /
as stuffy as an alley that hasn’t been blown away /
you know what I mean / the emulsifying sensation
of both empty and full / these evenings have been
too generous with hate and the air in one’s lungs /
the worst river of a language I never thought possible /
the exactness of it / the bareness of it /
the deadliness of it / you know
what I mean
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Kevin Risner
These Eclipses Happen Often

When the sky flings a blanket of white over us, soon
dousing us with summer downpours, I used to think
the weeks before June were exhilarating.
I expect too much from anything,
and everything
now. The front doors of schoolhouses always open
wide. I’d run out as fast as I could
with unlaced high-tops on concrete
toward parking lot asphalt. I thought I could go
so far,
so very far, soar through the uniform sky
into the future. I stopped at the curb,
waited for the red sedan
to enter the parking lot, swallow me, my bag,
my all,
take me safely somewhere else for a while.
Decades later, that schoolhouse is a pharmacy,
a diagnosis I never predicted. In fourth grade,
I saw an eclipse in that same lot.
It was annular.
It was partly cloudy. We tried not to blink
at the sun’s reflection on a piece of paper.
It was a dilated eye. For minutes.
we stared and stared and forgot
about everything.
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Deryck N. Robertson
Pieces of You

I still find pieces
Hidden
In the nooks and crannies
Of my memory.
Moments of fractured time;
Apparitions that evade reason.
Wisps like forgotten smoke
That slip through my grasping fingers
And retreat back to wherever
The ghosts of time reside
Until awakened once again
By the scent
That always reminds me
Of you.
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Dia Roth
A Marlboro Light Contemplates Her Eventual Death

I’d love a view as I go. Maybe a sunset, if it’s not too much trouble. The clouds, ablaze, would bring out
the colors of my embered end—can you picture it? Me: aglow, and one with the burning sky? We’d
fade to darkness together because neither of us ever was meant to last. And oh! to be inhaled slowly! To
pulse in time with your measured breath! Heaven forbid I get sucked down quick and stomped,
half-finished, under a stranger’s passing boot, or worse: lie bent and spilling my fragrant insides into
the bottom of your canvas bag. Forever unlit, forever unloved. I know, I know. Someday I may very
well meet such a pathetic demise. But can’t a girl just dream? Can’t a girl fantasize about being seen in
her final moments?: tongued back and forth between crooked teeth, protected from wind gusts in the
cave of your shaking hand, and lit—finally!—a spark in the dying light.
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Kathryn Sadakierski
Open book

A book lies open on the table,
A dog sleeping on its back,
Pages fanned out accordion-style
Like paws battling the empty air,
A field ripe for running,
Flowers waving their banners in the blue
Like kites, tails of taffy
Undulating with the candle-tapers of wind.
The simple architecture of your language,
Easy and graceful as a spring breeze,
Is enough to make me feel at home,
Not alone under a tall ceiling of painted sky,
But I can barely hear the music
For all the planes,
Though I never see them
In the cloudless dome above.
From the damp earth,
Where drops of spring rain crystallize,
A smell like coffee grounds
Rises like a beaded fringe of smoky mist,
Tasseled with the dogwood flowers
On the trees that reveal pearly petals
As though they were oysters.
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Jen Schneider
When Words Weave Wonder
Previously published with Selcouth Station

Pen meets paper as ink spills. Tightly coiled spirals of loose-leaf fibers relax, then float. Muddy
puddles of blue, black, and red threads form a tapestry of raw wounds, woven of half-truths,
mirror images, and dreams uttered. Barely audible. Fingers trace rows of eight-point font in
paper volumes delivered weekly. Words rise as paper bound volumes meet new forms of
consumption. Prohibitions and privileges lurk in the small pockets of air between us and them. I
consume greedily, then produce new batches of words for further consumption. Strings of
syllables, most linger slightly below my stream of conscious. Destination unknown, I wonder
who I am and why I write. As locks turn right and evening routines press, I repeat. I am an
author. An author, I am. Play with, on, and of words. Puncture the silence that blankets minds.
I am an Author of words _No one / Strangers / Only I / Many / Too many / ____ read(s).
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Bobbi Sinha-Morey
Empty Pleas

Just shy of two months a fourth
wave of the virus would come
and in the not-so-distant past it
felt like it had been ages before
I finally got my vaccination.
Here, on the mildest day in
Winterwood – the day's sun that
comes seeping into my room,
I'm left waiting for my stimulus
check to help keep me alive,
my life that nearly skidmarked
before of my damaged left kidney;
and my very best friend in California
sick with the virus who just recently
passed away. I moved to pick up my
book of Psalms and its worn pages
fell open for me to read its words;
but I couldn't bring myself to. How
could I have trust when so little
brightened my world? I think of my
surviving aunt who saved me from
being an orphan, the god who spied
on my soul, my aunt's empty pleas
to keep my chin up that echoed
hollow. At times the only things
I ever see are clouds of mosquitoes
outside my window.
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Ashley Wagner
Stoop Song During Quarantine

and all the children,
all of them,
waded into the music
as if it were water
- “Bach in the DC Subway,” David Lee Garrison

No one sings out of windows here,
I notice. Masked neighbors haul groceries
in doubled-up Safeway bags,
scurry home to scrub their hands
and their children’s hands
until they are red and glowing.
The forlorn young women on the block
devour YouTube videos on sourdough,
cut their bangs with kitchen knives,
fill their disinfected grocery baskets
with boxes of dye and fresh air.
Outside, saxophone bellows down the road,
full-throated and bouncing along
the stony facades of the townhomes.
Evening unfurls, unleashing
its yellow-spring breeze along the alley.
Faces look out of windows like petals
pasted in rainwater. The outside world
becomes a living museum. The concrete
we sit on breathes.
A man strides by, keeps his distance, asks
if we know a song, the name of which
I do not hear.
We look at each other, pass one shrug around.
Johanna idles, blows the opening
of Joe Henderson’s “Recorda-Me.”
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(Stoop Song During Quarantine, continued, no stanza break)

The spaces where teeth once rooted
open like doorways into the man’s mouth
when he smiles.
He drops three leashes wound round the necks
of three patient pits. The dogs stay without a word
as he dances along the cracked sidewalk.
The night. That colorful clambering
of jazz in the air,
of flesh crammed next to flesh.
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Melissa Llanes Brownlee
Plan Our Escape

The woman sat down on the lanai for breakfast with the gecko. They were facing the ocean, a breeze,
cool and soothing, softening their bare skins. She had made herself some pressed coffee and a fruit salad
gratis with fruit from the yard at her AirBnB even though it wasn’t what she really wanted.
“I love it here, don’t you? I wish we could stay here forever.”
The gecko wished to be a fiery salamander, braving embers on tiptappity feet.
She sipped her coffee, pierced the pink flesh of a piece of papaya, watched the gecko staring ather.
She took a bit of papaya from her mouth and placed it in front of the gecko. He darted forward, almost
nipping her fingers before she let go.
The woman kept feeding him bits of her papaya, wishing to be a fiery salamander too, poisoning
predators on their gripgrabbity hands.
The gecko kept watching the woman, eyes never blinking. Watched her cut tiny little pieces of
banana and pineapple for him after the papaya was gone. The woman lined them up, a tiny village of
food for the gecko to pillage and rampage.
They communed, unknowing their mutual desires.
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Tam Eastley
The Stairwell

The stairwell seemed to connect hundreds of floors in an ice cream swirl. Sometimes my brother and I
would stand in the middle, craning our necks and pretending our hands were binoculars, telescopes,
the kinds with the retractable lenses. The top floor, where our parents worked, felt as far away as the
moon and just as mysterious. The people up there looked so busy, so uncharacteristically small. We
could squish their heads between our thumbs and index fingers if we wanted to.
Every day that summer we killed time in the lobby. Daycare was for babies, our parents said, and we
weren't babies, were we? We played at being grown ups who didn't need supervision but we still
weren't allowed up there, so we would sit down at the bottom and eat our sandwiches and play cards.
We would watch the sun cast lemon streaks across our knobbly knees and move methodically from one
tile to the next. Asshole and Go Fish were our go-to games until someone waiting to go upstairs
showed us how to play poker. Our imaginary bets and corresponding losses amounted to 1.2 million
oranges, a rainbow pug named Mister, a tree house with a slide that went right into the lake next to
where our grandma lived.
The days melted together like two popsicles dropped on the sidewalk until suddenly there was a
body down there with us, its blood mixing with the Queen of Hearts and the Jack of Clubs. It was our
first dead body and also the first one whose head had landed so perfectly in our peanut butter
sandwiches. The leg had snapped clean from its torso and later my brother said it was almost like our
neighbour had done it. Our neighbour was a butcher and always supplied the hamburgers for our
summer cook-outs. They were even better than the ones from Wendy's which is saying a lot because we
loved Wendy's. Especially the milkshakes.
We sat there staring at the body until someone raced down the stairs and ushered us into the
corner, pulled the body off our poker game and threw our sandwiches in a black bag together with the
leg. They slid a mop across the floor and after everything dried we sat back down and played a thumb
war and had a staring contest because half our cards were gone and we still had a few hours left.
By the end of the day our eyes were itchy and our stomachs growled. Our parents took our tiny
hands in theirs and we all walked down the street as one, taking up the whole sidewalk, nodding hello
to the locals who hung heavy out their windows to catch the evening rays and slapped dusters against
already dusty steps. We went for pizza and the tomato sauce was too bright to look like blood. Red
never became a trigger for me but I haven't had a peanut butter sandwich in decades and my brother
always sticks to the wall when he walks up the stairwell to come visit me.
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He doesn't bring his kids even though I tell him over and over again that it'll be fine and remind
him that we turned out okay. Right bud? When I punch him playfully on the shoulder he always
flinches.
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Joey Isjwara
Jasmine Cure

Michelangelo-esque clouds warped around the glass teapot, the delicate shades of sunrise muddling
itself into the jasmine tea. You told me once how your Wai Po always had jasmine clusters in her
silver-strewn hair, and the smell of her would linger on you whenever she carried you for another
piggy-back ride. Now a sea away from her, you filled the empty spaces of your body with jasmine tea
leaves and drenched yourself in lukewarm water, which I guessed was you trying to make a home of
yourself. Listen, I tried that once too. I stitched myself whole with threads woven from frangipani
flowers and banana leaves. For a moment, I was blooming in yellow and pink, shrouded in a perfume of
something worth remembering. You spilled scalding jasmine tea on me and I dismissed it as another
daily misfortune. It wasn’t until I was sitting on my bathroom floor, spine curling against the damp
walls, did I realize the brown hue lining the flowers and leaves. One by one, they all fell to the
bathroom floor, surrounding me in their dead caress. But sitting cross-legged across from you—my
wounds hiding under the long sleeves of my sweater—I never told you that. I only watched as you drew
the teapot onto your palm, ink ribboning around the skin of your wrist. Finished, you stamped your
palm down onto an empty corner on my journal, imprinting a smudged sketch of the teapot with a
sunrise breaking in its tea leaves. Which was to say you're carving out another wound for me to wear
and I am smiling while you're at it.
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Edward Lee
Your Hair in My Hands

Your mother gave me your hair, braided tightly and secured at either end with small blue hairbands,
from your first haircut when you were a child many years before. It was blonde, brightly so,
surprisingly so, because for all the years I had known you your hair had been dark, the closest it came to
brightness being when you dyed it red because you knew that was my favourite colour of hair, a fact I
revealed to you as we stood in front of Gustav Klimt’s The Kiss in the Belvedere museum in Vienna,
our first holiday as a couple with the words ‘I love you’ bright and fresh on our lips. It was soft too,
your tightly braided length of hair, soft like I had never know any hair, before or since, to be soft, not
even your hair during our years together when barely a day would pass when it did not pass through
my fingers, the tangible whisper of it sliding across my skin.
It was the morning of our wedding and your mother had tears in her eyes as she handed me your
hair, telling me that it was right that I should have it, I who was about to be your husband. I took it in
my hand, holding it gently as I would a small animal, and thanked her, those two words quivering as
though I too would soon have tears in my eyes, then we left for the church where you and I would
exchange our vows in front of friends and family, the day forever captured in photographs and
memory.
I still have your hair, all these years later, though I no longer have you. I, a fool, cruelly – so very
cruelly, acid filling my chest as I think of it now – discarded you because I thought my heart belonged
to someone who I had loved in the teen years of my life, their reappearance in my life like a gift from
the past, youth and first love returned at a time when age was turning the edges of my life grey and
heavy, only realising my mistake when it was too late, the chamber of your heart that I used to occupy
visibly closed off as we stood in front of a judge who nullified the words we had spoken so many years
before in front of our friends and family, your eyes passing across me as though I were nothing more
than a stranger to you, not even someone you had once known let alone loved.
I hold it now, your hair, so alive and soft in my hand, its blondness bright through my blurred eyes,
discarded as I have been myself – a fitting punishment, perhaps, an eye for an eye, a broken heart for a
broken heart? – years after I realised my terrible mistake, years – too many years – in which I held onto
this old love newly known because I had sacrificed so much to know it. Not long after my own
discarding – was the pain you felt similar to the pain I felt, so savage and cruel and almost mocking? - I
came across your hair in boxes long unopened, moving from a house no longer my home, the door
closing behind me quick enough to touch the edge of my heal and send a vibration up my body that
felt like a shiver of instinctive warning, or perhaps an echo of what had gone before, the hard shock of
betrayal that lay deep in my pain as I imagine it lay deep in yours.
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I think of calling you – I remember your phone number even years after I last dialled it – to see if
you would like it back, your hair from your first haircut so many years ago. I think of that, of calling
you, and try not to imagine the answer I deserve.
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Matthew McAyeal
Across the Wall

I was born the year they built the Wall. It was a hideous monstrosity of concrete, barbed wire, and
guard towers. They said that the Wall was there to protect us, that the people on the other side were
“fascists” and “revanchists.” But everyone knew the truth. They didn’t build the Wall to keep out
dangerous enemies. They built it to keep us in.
Ever since I was a little girl, I felt drawn to a particular section of the Wall at a particular time of day.
Every day that I could, I went to that part of the Wall at that time of the day and stood there, just for a
minute or two. Of course, I had to be careful not to get too close to the Wall or else I’d be shot by the
border guards who were there to “protect” us.
“What do you stand there for, Comrade Heidi?” I was sometimes asked.
“I don’t know,” I could only reply.
I couldn’t explain it. I just had this vague feeling that there was something on the direct opposite
side of the Wall calling to me. It was like I was meant to be joined to it, but was cut off instead. Even if I
could have explained this feeling, I wouldn’t have dared voice it. There was probably a Stasi file on me
as it was. “Comrade Heidi Baumann is daily engaged in suspicious counterrevolutionary staring
contest with the Anti-Fascist Protection Rampart,” it probably said.
As I grew up in the shadow of the Wall, under the flag of the hammer and compass, I continued to
visit that section of the Wall every day that I could. Some of the details changed over the years. The
Young Pioneer uniform I often wore during my visits to the Wall gave way to an FDJ uniform. My
method of traveling there changed as well, from a child’s skip to a clunky Trabant. On the rare days
that I couldn’t manage a visit to the Wall, I felt a sharp stab of guilt, as though I had abandoned
someone calling for help. But what sense did that make? I wasn’t making a difference just by standing
there.
So it went until the twenty-eighth year of my life. Following reforms in the Soviet Union, Poland,
and Hungary, our own hardline government finally began to bend to the people’s will. Erich
Honecker, our intransigent fossil of a leader, was ousted. And then, on the evening of November 9,
1989, Günter Schabowski announced on television that the border with the West was now open. After
all this time, could it really be true?
I went to see if it was. It wasn’t exactly an original thought. Huge crowds were gathering at the
checkpoints in the Wall to see if the border was really opening. The border guards seemed to know
nothing about any change in policy, but they eventually gave in and let the people pass through. They
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were greeted warmly by the people on the other side, the people whom our government would have us
believe were “fascists.” Soon, people were climbing over the Wall, but no one was shooting at them.
The Wall had become harmless.
I ran to the section of the Wall to which I had always been drawn. A hand reached down to help
me up and I took it. As I came up onto the Wall, I gazed into the face of a twenty-eight-year-old
woman. She was… me. A different me. A Western me, with a mass of curly hair atop her head and a
most peculiar outfit composed of bright, neon colors. We embraced as we came together on top of the
Wall.
As I would soon learn, she was Marlene Baumann, the identical twin sister I had never known. She
had been with relatives in the West on that day in 1961 when the Wall was built. No doubt hoping to
spare us the pain of separation, our respective guardians had both chosen to never tell us about the
other.
And yet, we had somehow been able to sense the other. For as long as we could remember, we had
felt the same pull. On every day that we could, we stood directly across from each other, as close as we
could be with the Wall in the way.
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Bruce Meyer
Birth

Three drunks walked in front of a streetcar that Friday night and my wife told me she hated me. I
forgave her, of course. I had to. She was having a baby, and that’s never pleasant. What you see on
television is a lie. In truth, there is no happy, beaming mother, naked above the white sheets, her birth
sweat still clinging to her like the morning dew as she holds her infant in her arms and appears to cry
tears of joy. The kid is not a new-born either. He or she is old enough to have auditioned for the part.
Those are not tears of joy, at least not the ones I saw. They were tears of frustration, anger, and, of
course, pain. The drunks had no business being in the middle of the streetcar tracks.
This had to be it. This was our one shot at parenthood. My wife turned to me as the baby was
crowning and said so. She was adamant. The baby, we thought, was dead.
A resident came in several hours earlier. He hadn’t been able to find the baby’s heartbeat. He told
us the child was dead. That made the pain worse. For both of us. Then the awful waiting. Waiting in
those moments where there is no delineation between night and day is the worst time to wait. I told my
wife to be brave. I told her things would be all right. The child would be fine. She glared at me. Her
anger was beyond words. I quoted Napoleon, that the rarest form of courage was four a.m. courage.
She told me to go fuck myself, not loudly, but softly, with venom in her voice. I knew she meant it.
Venom is the highest form of love between two devoted people.
I think the baby had been the result of a very fine Valentine’s Day dinner. Counting backward
from mid-October suggested that. My wife and I had our first date on Valentine’s Day four years
earlier. The next year I proposed on Valentine’s Day. It was a family tradition on my side. My father
gave my mother her ring on hearts and chocolate day, and every year after he sent her a red rose. I
continued that romantic ritual in my marriage. Romance has nothing to do with making a child, but it
is part of the necessary preamble of how people come into the world. It is the chorus for a Shakespeare
play. It sets the scene. As my wife waited for the drugs that didn’t arrive because of the drunks, I
understood that my chorus was the one in Henry IV Part Two: Rumor. Tongues wagging. No one
knows what’s going on. No one cares.
When the child finally pushed out, it was not a moment of bliss. My wife was still in pain. The pain
didn’t go away. It got worse. Several hours later, I went up to the natal ward. The nurse asked if I
wanted to give my daughter her first bath.
Babies were bawling everywhere. They all looked like aliens, something kneaded and waiting to
rise, lumps of dough about to become the future.
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I wanted to see my wife, and had she been there, I would have said something stupid to make her
grimace with anger and smile with happiness. I’d say, “Look what you did. We’ll have to work on her.”
And the baby, her head misshapen, her body not yet proportioned like a human being, looked very
homemade. Every baby looked homemade.
The water was warm, though not too hot, and not too cold, and as I held her, her legs kicking, I
kept thinking the first bath is confirmation that although things go wrong, there can be something that
goes right. And after I lifted my daughter from the water and ripples became a smooth mirror with
only the remains of her birth left behind, I could swear I saw my wife’s reflection staring back at me
and the startled, surprised life I held in the towel.
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Tyler Moore
Down Goes the DJ

The young disc jockey worked in a small college town, and the woman liked to call in when he was on
playing those jazz numbers. He called himself Smooth Electricity. She would call Smooth at the station
every night, and they would talk as the town listened. He was used to more elderly callers before her.
Those who still felt the romantic plume of Nina Simone or Carney’s moiling bari. Lost is not what he
liked to call jazz. It’s gone astray. Finding itself somewhere, taking an extended gap year. Browsing the
sidewalks of Siena and Kyoto. It will return. It will find its way home.
She was a graduate student studying philosophy and theology. She hoped to become ordained
someday. The disc jockey grew to love her, revering her ambition even if he was not religious. He loved
her hollowed voice. It rang and it rang: petals unfurling. Her words swam like passion for things
forgotten and divine. It was a desperation, a haste he was familiar with. One November evening, as
Thelonious whimpered his keys, and the clouds blushed like silvered ink, he asked if they could meet.
“I believe I love you. Would you like to spend Christmas together this year?” Static shimmered for
a moment as she waited to respond. He conjured an image of a face, what he imagined her face to be.
Her eyes humming, searching for a yes. For a yes, god, yes. He hung there, waiting. The listeners did as
well.
“I love you too, but I cannot meet you. If I want to be a priest I must act priestly.” Smooth
withered in his seat, his throat crumpling beneath his swallows. The woman breathed softly.
“You know you will never be a priest,” he jabbed. He sat, exalted in his chair; lips pursed. His
headphones lightly popped and crackled in his ears. There was one window in the station. It had been
snowing earlier in the morning. Gently falling. Now it was grey. Slushed roads. A thin, tight wind.
“I’m sorry,” she said, waiting another moment before hanging up. Smooth played Moja by Miles
Davis for the rest of the evening. Sopping wet guitars and squealing trumpet.
A few weeks later he noticed a package that had been delivered to the station. It was a grey box tied
in white and gold ribbon. He opened it to find it filled with wooden rosaries; each bead painted either
red or black. At the bottom of the box, he found a small pack of match sticks that she included. He
considered for a moment, letting a few of the rosaries dangle between his fingers. He then closed the
box and tied the ribbon, placing it on a bottom shelf to be forgotten, but someday remembered.
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Daniel Bailey
Tournament Announcement

THE IDAHO CHESS FEDERATION PROUDLY PRESENTS: THE IDAHOOPEN CHESS
TOURNAMENT MAY 1-2, 1976

I could have hit Boise for this, hitchhiking as I was through some western states that summer. It was on
my sort-of route. For I loved chess from the moment my older brother taught me the moves when I
was seven. He was my model of masculine strength (instead of my dad). Not that I had—of either man
for many years—any clear idea.
“Did you ever go clear?” asks Leonard Cohen in “Famous Blue Raincoat.” Not by 25 under my
small red Recreational Equipment Incorporated exterior-frame backpack thumbing rides on State
Highway 75, en route to see an old tennis friend near Sun Valley. When a squadron of deer flies
attacked on the highway shoulder, I fought them off with my trusty Bancroft woody.

5-ROUND SWISS. 50/2 TIME LIMIT. BOISE STATE UNIVERSITYUNION BUILDING.
COLLEGE BOULEVARD AT BELLEVUE, BOISE, IDAHO

What could be more inviting than five games of winners-play-winners, two hours for each player
for 50 moves? I’d just finished a stint as editor of the muddy regional chess rag that published this
tournament announcement, for crying out loud. What a missed opportunity.
Like the night at the drive-in at 16 with a beautiful shapely girl who, in front of her house, slid in so
close to the steering wheel I could hardly wedge myself into my dad’s cream Mercury on the driver’s
side. Her manner and attire all but entreated me to pet with her that night, which would have been a
first. But inhibition and gutlessness stopped me. It hurt me then and it hurts me now.

TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR DICK VANDENBURG, ASSISTANT STEVE RYALS
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Never met them. They doubtless embodied two of the selfless breed who run organized chess for
the rest of us. Such folks hope for no more than a few bucks’ recompense but usually see fewer than
that. I too made scant money for a long time though with no economic regrets. Other kinds, yes.

THIS TOURNAMENT IS SPONSORED BY THE CONTINENTAL LIFE & ACCIDENT
CO., A BOISE, IDAHO-BASED LEGAL RESERVE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
DEALING PRIMARILY IN INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP LIFE AND HEALTH
COVERAGE

I cashed out my policy when my company told me they were about to dump me.
It’s like divorce, right? You invest expecting a return, then hit the bricks with only the contents of a
small red backpack. The Sunday-night chump change mocking exhausted chess tournament directors
clutched in your hand.

$1,000 PRIZE FUND GUARANTEED

Super! Not much is guaranteed in this brief wonderment between earth and sky. “Chess is a closed
reward system. If you make the right decisions, you will do well. It’s not like life. In life you can make
all the right decisions and still wind up in the street,” Life Master Viktors Pupols once said in a
newspaper. Born in Latvia in 1934, he should know. The Soviets plucked his fellow Baltic,
Grandmaster Paul Keres, one of the two or three strongest players never to become World Champion,
off an Estonian dock minutes before embarking to freedom in Finland. A midge to Keres’ elephant in
chess, I’ve been luckier in life than the great player.

1ST* $150 + TROPHY. 2ND* $100. 3RD* $60. *THE PRECEDING IN ADDITION TO CLASS
PRIZES. YOU CAN WIN MORE THAN ONE PRIZE!

A prize for versus everybody and another for versus your own level of player. For the same
performance. Remarkable, yes?
Not really. While young I won more than one prize for my same personality in the form, or forms,
of women, once one had seduced me. But proved undeserving of all save the last because I’d become a
user of women. Did the tsunami of female flesh Playboys lavished on Dennis Rugg and me in his
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basement in seventh grade have anything to do with it? Did I begin objectifying, acquiring and
discarding women (after all, a new month, a new playmate!) even that early? Despite the anxiety
women have occasioned me, I’ve never imagined happiness without one. Prizes? I’ve acquired a few at
the board or elsewhere. What I have acquired is a good wife and a red backpack full of regrets for my
rotten behavior to some of her sisters.

ALL PLAYERS, REGARDLESS OF AGE, ARE ELIGIBLE FOR CASH PRIZES AS SHOWN
ABOVE. A PLAYER MUST COMPLETE ALL GAMES TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR A PRIZE

What does that mean, to complete a game? That you live a relationship through to its end (if
there’s to be an end) with all possible open-mindedness along its evolution? Or does it mean, as in a
French Defense (akin to the rope-a-dope Ali used on Foreman in Zaire in 1974), you’ve foreseen its
conclusion at its start? That at its outset you are thinking affair, adventure, experience on your
anti-hero’s journey towards your unencumbered future? Ought a player—like the one I
was—renounce the picaresque life before taking it up?
I fell in love a virgin at 21 with someone I had not the slightest doubt was to be my life companion.
Yet even in that thralldom, the thought came: This isn’t the only woman I’m ever going to fuck. Where
does that come from? Do commitment and monogamy foreclose freedom and discovery? Do good
things cohere at all? Must we discard some to wonder forever if they were superior to the ones we
chose?

PLEASE BRING SETS, BOARDS, AND CLOCKS

Bring as well, my young player-brothers, your meticulous schemes and soaring hopes for intensely
satisfying conquests. Bring, too, an empty red backpack for the doubt, confusion, self-blame and
depression many of you will carry away from the Uninsured Anywhere Life Open 2021. And contests
beyond.
For mastery of this game is not easy.
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Cindy Cramer
Lockdown

We can’t go out. It isn’t safe. We wait in the house, whiling away the long, empty hours by working
jigsaw puzzles, playing card games, indulging in long and complicated baking projects. Things we never
had time for Before.
People bring us what we need. Packages and envelopes show up on the front porch. Sometimes, we
hear a knock, but the delivery person scurries away before we can get to the door. This is how
everything comes to us now. Food. Medicine. Books. News of the world beyond the porch.
They tell us this will get better, but they never say when. I have stopped believing them.
This is the new normal, and they don’t want to tell us that. Things are never going back to the
Before. We have to learn to live in the After.
My daughter tells me I am a pessimist. We talk over the tiny screens of our phones. The
conversations were awkward at first, me trying to figure out the technology, her trying to aim the screen
so that I could see my grandchildren. They bounce in and out of my view, their sweet young faces
sticky with jam, or chocolate or finger paints. I’m supposed to be there, helping, teaching, giving them
memories of a nice old lady who smells of cinnamon. But I can’t get there.
I feel like it is coming for me. I wake up in the night, short of breath, my heart thumping too hard.
I know the numbers. I know my odds. They are not good.
I venture only as far as the backyard. I am growing food for the time to come. Carrots and beans
and endless zucchini. I do not trust the faceless front porch delivery people. What if they succumb?
Besides, the feel of dirt between my fingers soothes me. The tiny flowers that bulge into tomatoes give
me hope.
We watch the stories of the victims on TV. You can’t tell who will be chosen. You can’t tell how it
will turn out. The randomness is part of the horror. There is nothing you can do to protect yourself,
except stay inside.
Then, one day, it comes for me. I’m in the backyard, of course. It’s the only place where I am
vulnerable. It comes through the broken part of the fence, jaws agape and dripping with the venomous
saliva. I see the dead lizard eyes and freeze, realizing the enormity of my mistake. It just takes one
moment of inattention, of carelessness, for everything to change. The Monster is here. It has found me.
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J.R. Furi
Breaking the Mold: Women Reclaim the Term Plastic

Move over, Barbie. There are some new plastic bitches in town. They resemble the creator more so
than the creation. Ruth Handler invented the Barbie back in 1959 while serving as president of Mattel.
Pretty nifty of a woman to run the show and invent a product that made billions! Yet how many times
do we hear about the woman that came from Polish-Jewish immigrant roots associated with the blonde
bombshell? As is often the case, there is a definite disparity in the glory given to the inventor and her
creation.
While Handler intended the doll to represent the working woman and inspire young ladies to be
confident in the job force, Barbie’s unrealistic measurements and plastic perfection have become
notorious for contributing to young girls’ negative self-image. As hated as Barbie is to some, like every
beautiful woman, she still has a soul and her own hidden insecurities—I’m sure under Barbie’s 36 C
perfect boob job there lies a heart of gold.
Calling a woman “plastic” is an insult, invoking an image of a shiny beauty with a hollow head. But
is plastic all bad? Can women reclaim the term as a badge of honor? Plastic is, after all, resilient and
flexible. That sounds like some women I know.
A real-life example of this quality is inside our very cells. Biological plasticity is the ability of an
organism to adapt to its environment—from full biological systems all the way down to cellular and
molecular changes. According to Research Italy’s website, organisms respond to a change in
environment, food source, the presence of a pathogen or predator to thrive and propagate its species.
Biological plasticity is key to organisms surviving in threatening habitats. They do not just get
by—they rise to meet challenges. These adaptations are passed down to their offspring, increasing their
chances of flourishing as well. This factor is a key player in the evolution of species. Biological plasticity
heralds progress: it brings in the future.
A specific variety of biological plasticity, neuroplasticity, enables organisms to do what seems to be
impossible. According to Psychology Today’s entry on the subject, neuroplasticity allows the brain to
adapt to new situations, recover from trauma, and even “move critical functions from a damaged area
to a healthy one,” empowering an organism with brain damage to reclaim lost abilities. People who
have suffered life-changing injuries can regain the ability to talk and walk because of the brain’s
amazing capacity to change and adapt. When an impediment arises, the organism’s plasticity helps find
a solution. In the context of all of the women who have stood nose-to-nose with adversity, biological
plasticity can be viewed as a metaphor for women’s strengths. Women don’t take no for an answer,
instead, they look for another way to make things happen.
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Throughout history, women have demonstrated their plasticity by defying the odds and enduring
monumental hardships in their everyday lives, as well as in their ongoing struggle for equality. Women
have had to be resourceful and adaptive as they fight their way up from being second-class citizens. I
found myself in this type of bondage as a young child to a biological father who would continue to
psychologically haunt me for nearly four decades before I found the strength to break the chains. Being
open-mouth French kissed by your own father is something that sticks in the brain of any five-year-old
girl and many would think could break a child. Yet, even though I had no siblings to help me deal with
the many traumatic events of my childhood, I found outlets in books and writing. Over the decades,
journaling became self-therapy. In a tale as old as time, the daddy issues became first husband issues.
Years eighteen through twenty-nine sounded like an oddly familiar song, echoing the melody of my
childhood concluding as my first husband now sits in prison for life.
Yet, despite the first three decades of my life, I found the self-reliance and resilience within myself
that pulled me out of the darkness as I went on to be the first in my family to earn a college degree. The
family almost lost it with pride and joy when I continued to earn an M.A. in Education. Over time, the
careers that I jumped around like a frog on lily pads led to me starting my own business that combined
the traumas, successes, and multiple career paths into one beautifully horrid enterprise. Women’s
“plasticity,” if you will, allows us to survive and flourish in hostile environments, to be hurt and
damaged and still battle on. We aren’t merely getting by, we are continuously honing ourselves,
continuously improving. It is our plasticity, our ability to change, to bend without breaking, that
allows us to do this. My plasticity is why I am here today, stronger than ever, undefeated by my
personal demons.
One example of this is in 1938, Frida Kahlo’s art was presented to the world. She is nearly as
well-known for the hardships that she faced as she is for her art, and indeed the two are intertwined.
Like a true plastic woman, she embraced a body crippled by childhood polio and broken in a bus
accident that impaled her and put her in a body cast. But her recovery bed, which many would have
viewed as a prison, was a vehicle that Kahlo used to journey into a world of painting, staring down the
demons that haunted her aching body daily. She integrated her own imperfections into her definition
of her beauty, emphasizing them in her self-portraits. Many of the elements of her iconic look bucked
the expectations of beauty at the time. For example, according to a Tatler article on Frieda’s beauty
legacy, slim, heavily plucked brows were the look of the day. She darkened hers with pencil and
showcased her famous unibrow. The bright, primary colors that she dressed in and painted with drew
the eye to her authentic beauty, rather than concealing or filtering it. Her art, her fashion, and the
uninhibited and unapologetic way she lived her life speaks to her resilience and determination. The
admirable way that she turned injury, imperfection, and difficulty into beauty, strength, and success is
evidence of her plasticity.
The ballerinas featured in Degas’ famous paintings pursued their art in Paris in the early 1800’s.
Young women born into poverty were given the opportunity to apprentice at the Paris Opera Ballet.
Called petits rats, these disadvantaged dance students had to train rigorously for years, taking minor
roles in corps de ballet productions until they worked their way into a stable position. They were also
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forced to endure blatant objectification from the wealthy male patrons whose money funded the Paris
Opera Ballet. Because of the financial power they held, the patrons reserved the right to go backstage
and ogle the young women as they prepared to perform. The ballerinas’ warm-up room had a seating
area where men could lounge and feast their eyes on bare legs and tight dance costumes, and, in some
cases, proposition them for sexual favors. Several of Degas’ ballerina paintings, such as Rehearsal on the
Stage, depict ominous male figures on the fringes of the scenes. These talented and courageous women
endured rigorous and brutal dance training as well as the minefield of exploitation and disrespect to
follow their passion and achieve their goals. Their resilience and determination eventually elevated
ballet back to the high art that it was intended to be, the dance form that we know today.
Hundreds of years later, I continue to feel the struggles of women like Kahlo and those degraded
ballerinas of Degas, as I am finally living “the dream” of owning a business and being a full-time writer.
Writing is, like plastic, a badge of honor reclaimed from those men who were given a welcome position
in the industry long before women were. For centuries, white male authors dominated the literary
canon. Those same type of men went on to write mysteries and thrillers as women took a back seat.
With time, women rose from the ashes like a Phoenix to hold their own with their male counterparts.
We see yet another example emerges in the mid-1900’s, patriarchy was the status quo to the extent
that it was indecipherable from reality. Feminists could not discuss and change what could not even be
identified as a condition. In 1949, French existentialist Simone de Beauvoir overcame this obstacle and
forced the subject of gender inequality into the public sphere by researching history and social
constructs and putting her findings in a book that took the world by storm. Second Sex boldly and
unequivocally addressed the disparity between the existences of women and men, bluntly defining the
parameters hemming women in from cradle to grave. By identifying this social structure, she fired the
starting pistol in the race to dismantle it, setting the stage for Betty Friedan’s 1963 book The Feminine
Mystique and the rise of Second Wave Feminism. The path she walked was not an easy one. She had to
be strong, resourceful, and determined: plastic.
Ping Fu, founder of GeoMagic Incorporated is the perfect example of a woman who fits this new,
positive connotation of the term “plastic.” As she describes in her memoir, she survived a childhood
during the Chinese Cultural Revolution, including being separated from her parents and sent to a
cultural education camp. According to her memoir, her “Shanghai Papa” taught her about the “three
friends of winter”—the pine tree, the plum blossom, and the bamboo, a traditional Chinese trio of
symbols representing steadfastness, perseverance, and resilience. Her flexibility and courage helped her
endure years of horror and hardship before her arrival in America.
In America, she became interested in computer science, and, according to the article on her by
Penguin Random House Speakers Bureau, was part of the team that created Netscape, one of the first
web browsers. After that, she launched a successful corporation whose products speak to her flexible
thinking. Geomagic Incorporated made its name creating cutting-edge 3D scanning, imaging,
modeling, and printing software with multi-industrial implications. Her products have a revolutionary
capacity for efficiency in reverse engineering and are paving the way for more minimally invasive
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surgical procedures, individually customizable medical devices such as prosthetic limbs, and broader
horizons in terms of what is possible in industrial design and production. Ping took her place in the
traditionally male-dominated world of computer science and CEOs and made her mark.
Ping Fu is interviewed often about her history and her legendary accomplishments, and she
consistently cites her flexibility and resourcefulness as key to her success. Women like Ping Fu make the
label “plastic” a compliment. It is not surprising that the title of her memoir is Bend, Not Break.
Women can don the label of “plastic” with pride. Plastic women are a force that cannot be stopped.
As Frida Kahlo said, “I think that little by little I’ll be able to solve my problems and survive.” United
or alone, women are determined, resourceful solution-finders who don’t take no for an answer. Being
called plastic should be a reminder of everything that we have accomplished and a rallying cry for
everything that we will accomplish, whether on a global level or a personal one. This label can equip us
with encouragement when we are facing difficulties. We can bend without breaking. We can face the
heat and build ourselves into what we need to be. As Beauvoir stated, “I am too intelligent, too
demanding, and too resourceful for anyone to be able to take charge of me entirely. No one knows me
or loves me completely. I have only myself.” Women have changed the world for the better, and the
future is ours to mold and bend to our will.
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Jennifer Furner
Hiding Behind Cubicle Walls
Previously published in Medium publication Fearless She Wrote

My new coworker Mike sits in the cube in front of me. Mike is 21 years old, and he’s been our
marketing manager for a week now. He wears button-up shirts but rolls his sleeves up; in an effort to
keep his hands busy, he constantly pushes the rolls higher on his forearms when he talks. He is just tall
enough to peek over our shared cubicle wall. He often rests his elbows uncomfortably on the top of it
and lets his forearms fall awkwardly into my space. His blonde scruffy beard, which he grows so people
think he is older, is barely visible behind the top of the partition.
My cubicle is decorated with trinkets and pictures to make the space my own. Cards and notes
from friends are mounted on the carpet walls with shiny silver pins. The pages curl away from the wall
like dried up butterflies pinned to a display board. When coworkers walk by, they comment on my
many wedding photos and how happy my husband and I appear in them.
When I go in Mike’s cubicle to brainstorm ideas for an upcoming event, I notice his carpeted wall
is no longer blank. A black-and-white ultrasound picture hangs above his MacBook. As we talk, my
eyes stay focused on the picture, looking away only to glance at his bare ring finger.
I hear whispered rumors waft over the cubicle walls as I walk through the office. Mike got his
girlfriend pregnant. He found that out after they had broken up. She was going to keep the baby.
Mike always wears a smile at work, as if everything in his life is fine.
We grab a drink together after work one night. Sitting at the bar with a half-finished beer in my
hand, I turn to Mike with a side smile. “Can I ask you a question?” I say.
“Ask me anything,” he replies.
“So the whole kid thing—did you just miss that day in health class or what happened there?”
Mike tells his story in hushed tones. Perhaps it isn’t proper bar talk. Perhaps he would be
embarrassed if someone heard. He didn’t mind telling me, but he probably didn’t want the whole bar
to know. There are only a few people we are willing to share ourselves with.
The Christian Reformed families of West Michigan preach waiting until marriage. I’ve heard that,
in abstinence-only education, it’s taught that condoms don’t even work. So Mike didn’t carry condoms
and neither did his girlfriend. And when the situation turned sexual, they were both caught
unprepared, but both were unprepared to stop.
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He and his girlfriend lucked out the first couple of times, says Mike. Now he leans over the table
like he’s telling a secret. “Every time we did it, we said that was the last time,” he says, the same thing I
tell myself about getting lunch at Taco Bell. Yet I always go back for more.
We all lose control.
***
I thought back to when I was 21, just finishing up college. I had met my husband Chris, but he was
far from being my husband. When I was 21, we had only started dating for the first time, not yet
broken up for the first time. We met on our college campus during dinner with a mutual friend. After a
few more dinners, I invited him to my apartment. He stayed the whole night in my bed next to me, he
in his boxers, and me in my underwear set.
Two weeks after I invited Chris to my apartment, he was staying the night without his boxers and I
without my underwear set. And then it was only two months after that I was sleeping alone again.
College ended, and with it, my health insurance. It was no problem my birth control ran out. I
hadn’t needed it for a while. I moved to Italy for six weeks. When I came back, my room had been
rented to someone else. Chris’s roommate, who had become my friend in our short-lived relationship,
invited me to stay with her for a week while I figured out what to do next. Chris would be out of town
for most of it. I could have his room.
While living in their tiny apartment, sleeping alone in a bed I used to share, I looked for a new
apartment. But Chris came back before I was gone. So we got drunk to ease the awkwardness. And we
both stayed in his room that night.
I quickly sobered up when he returned from the bathroom and threw up three words: “The
condom broke.”
In George W. Bush’s administration, a prescription was needed for the morning-after pill, and you
had to take it within 72 hours of having sex. It was Friday night and Planned Parenthood, a facility that
I had heard of but never had visited, was closed until Monday. The name had negative connotations in
our conservative city. The words “abortion clinic” rang in my head. Is that what it would turn into for
me? Is that what I would have to use their services for?
The entire weekend, I felt like I was trying to swallow vinegar. I could feel my consistent frown
working its way closer and closer to my chin, the tears constantly burning the corners of my eyes, the
nausea from humiliation and regret working its way into my tightened throat.
That Monday, I went to Planned Parenthood on my lunch break. They asked me lots of questions
about my sexual history. How many people had I slept with? How many people was I currently
sleeping with? How often did I have unprotected sex? The nurse asked these questions stoically; she
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was detached, perhaps even a little annoyed or accusatory. I’m sure she lumped me into a stereotype of
girls who couldn’t keep their legs shut. To her, I was a fool. I felt like a fool.
Eventually she pulled out a foil-wrapped package, pushed two pills through the silver backing, and
slid a small plastic cup of water in my direction. I choked them down through the vinegar that was still
lingering in my throat.
***
Back in the bar, I had essentially called Mike a fool, asking how he could have let this happen. Now
I realize what a hypocrite I am. He didn’t appear offended; he went on to tell his story calmly and
purposely. He didn’t seem as ashamed of his situation as I had been about mine. I carried my shame
with me every day for ten years, never sharing it with anyone. I violated Mike’s privacy, and then
gripped tightly to my own.
Why did I feel regretful when he seemed to be guiltless? Had the stigma about pregnancy out of
wedlock changed in those ten years; was it now nothing to be ashamed of? Or was it because I was the
woman, expected to be virginal, where he was the man, expected to sow his oats? Was it because I had
rejected the possibility of a child, and Mike was embracing the possibility of a child?
We sit across from each other, alike in so many ways, our stories not that different. We strive to
connect, to cement our friendship. I could reach out and share my story. But I stay quiet, sipping my
beer.
The next day, as I enter the office and wish Mike good morning, we smile at each other knowingly.
I catch a glimpse of his ultrasound picture as I pop my head in his cubical doorway. I wander into my
own space and gaze at the picture of Chris and I in our wedding garb, the epitome of blossoming love,
and I wonder for a moment how that photo might look if life had gone a different way. I leave that
curiosity unanswered, buried inside my chest, and I hide behind my carpeted walls the rest of the day.
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Jennifer Furner
Not Trying

My phone alarm buzzed in my pocket. My three minutes were up. I silenced the alarm but went back
to unloading the silverware from the dishwasher. The cutlery rattled as I pushed the drawer closed.
Then, with all the casualness I could muster, I walked down the hall and into the bathroom. I let out a
breath, then crossed the threshold and looked down at the counter. One pink stripe. Only one. Not
two. Not pregnant.
“Okay,” I said out loud to no one. I put the tester back in its bright magenta packaging and threw
it in the trash.
I was pretty sure it would be negative. It was only our first month trying. And we weren’t even
trying. We were one of those couples who agreed that we were not trying. I had just stopped taking
birth control. “We’re not trying, but we’re not not trying,” we said, which is what couples say when
they pretend they don’t care if they get pregnant or not.
But I did not not care.
How could I not care? For the first time in my life, I was having premeditated, unprotected sex. In
high school health class, they tell you that if you have unprotected sex, you will get pregnant. How was
I not going to get pregnant? I researched the statistics online—only 30% of couples get pregnant in the
first month. But I looked up my ovulation date on the internet and learned that sperm can live in a
woman’s body for up to a week. And we had sex multiple times in the week leading up to ovulation. I
had made it so easy for myself to get pregnant.
But I “didn’t care.” It was just an excuse to have a lot of sex, I assured myself. We were not really
trying.
I was trying. When my husband had climbed out of bed to use the bathroom, I lifted my pelvis,
hoping gravity would push the sperm through the fallopian tubes so they might find my egg more
easily. When I heard the bathroom door open, I dropped my butt to the mattress, pretended like I
hadn’t done anything but lay in sweet ecstasy while he was gone.
Last week, when I was talking to my mother on the phone, she mentioned that her friend’s
daughter, a woman two years older than me, called her mother in tears that she got her period and she
wasn’t pregnant. I scoffed into the receiver. “Mom, she’s 33. For most people, it takes six months to get
pregnant, and she’s not so young anymore. She needs to chill out about it.”
My husband Chris, on the couch next to me scrolling through Reddit on his phone, rolled his eyes.
I know. What a drama queen. Has to run to her mommy and cry every time she gets her period.
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Then I saw my test result. And I wanted to call my mommy and cry about it. Only my mother
didn’t know we were not not trying, because I didn’t want her telling everyone she knew and making a
big deal out of it. Because it wasn’t a big deal. Better to keep our struggles to ourselves. Better to hide
from our desires, to distance ourselves from disappointment so it doesn’t hurt as much. No use crying
over spilled milk. Wipe it up and move on.
So I didn’t call.
The night before, in the car, I had told Chris, “I’m going to take a pregnancy test tomorrow.”
“Okay,” he said without taking his eyes off the road.
“It’s one of those first response tests, just to see,” I said. “Do you want me to wait for you to get
home from work to take it?”
“It doesn’t matter. I say take it whenever you feel the need to pee,” he joked, and I laughed lightly.
“Yeah, I’ll do that,” I replied. “I’m pretty sure it will be negative, but on the off chance that it’s
positive, I didn’t know if you wanted to be there to see it with me.”
“You can take it whenever you want to,” he said.
So I waited until I had to pee. And I took the test by myself. And I read the result by myself. The
result that told me I wasn’t pregnant.
Oh, well, I assured myself, it’s not like we were trying.
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Linda Sanchez
Orangette!

"Hope? Please! Enough already,” Elise says and takes another gulp of Chardonnay. “People don’t
change.”
The other women squirm and look toward me expectantly, hoping I’ll veer the conversation back
to the book we’re supposed to be discussing. To buy time I walk across the room to close the curtain
on the sun’s glare from the sliding door. There I see our late arrival on the other side, poised to tap on
the glass. Sunglasses cover two-thirds of her face and her wiry black hair is pinned haphazardly to the
top of her head. She holds a two-liter bottle of orange soda aloft like a trophy, and for the briefest
moment I consider not letting her in. But I am telling this story so you’ve guessed that I did. We hug
our hard brief hug, less embrace than awkward tangle of elbows, and she makes her journey toward the
other women seated at the table. As she walks, she looses a steady stream of self-conscious chatter and
everyone turns toward her and adjusts for her as politeness and curiosity dictate. Me? I’m instantly gaga
for her. Nowadays during the brief moments I am with Laura, I am always reminded that the three
years I had spent in self-imposed exile from her were mostly spent missing her.
She plops the bottle of orange soda on the granite counter amid the offerings from the other
women; crab salad rolls, grape leaves, hummus and pretty curlicued veggies. The soda label faces us.
Orangette! it insists, in bright blue slanted script.
Laura rarely shows up for this book group. She never RSVP’s - although I post meeting times on
Facebook well in advance and I specifically request that members confirm their attendance. She
doesn’t even apologize for showing up late. (If you hear bitterness in my voice, remember that I am
speaking from decades of experience.) Laura is good at a lot of things, but she is best at being
noncommittal.
I met Laura when I was at the tail end of a short excruciating marriage framed by my husband’s
indifference and punctuated by my violent bursts of despair. When it was over, I didn’t know what else
was possible, but I knew I never wanted that again. Is it any wonder I was enchanted by Laura’s brand
of detachment and her tales of romantic adventures that left her unscathed? Laura was a mesmerizing
mix of hard edges and soft spots. Back then she loved to drive around the good neighborhoods in her
beat-up Honda listening to 1970’s disco and picking up trash-day treasures left on curbs. She carried
an actual little black book with numbers written, in pencil, of more men than I had ever known. She
was versed in protection from the Evil Eye, smoked a pack a day of Marlboro reds, and wouldn’t
commit to a lunch date until 11:59. She was also a sucker for Hallmark cards, hemmed her own jeans
with an ancient Singer that had been her nana’s, and handed out donuts to homeless men in doorways.
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After my divorce, Laura took me on as a project. She dusted me off and shined me up. I had her full
attention for a few brief months and I bloomed under the flickering incandescent light of her chaotic
life force. And when she moved on to her next project - was it Evelyn who came next? or Marcus? – I
was stunned and baffled by her sudden withdrawal. And if I, so completely altered by her attention,
had thought I would be the exception to her no-commitment rule, can you blame me? And if I
followed on her heels like a pouting puppy for months after she had abandoned my particular project,
can you blame me? And if I basked in the occasional moments we spent together – a shared cup of
coffee and a shared laugh at the antics of the men we both knew - wasn’t it worth it just to be near her?
And if part of me idolizes her still, after twenty years? Can you blame me for that?
Though I’ve tried, I’m nothing like Laura. I love stability and plans, commitment and
follow-through. I’m married again, happily this time, to a good guy. I work, I go to lunch with friends
and I organize things like this book group. And though I hadn’t seen Laura in more than three years (3
years, 4 months, 9 days) I invited her to join the book group, simply because I missed her so
desperately. But like I said, she almost never shows up.
When Laura has found a perch on the edge of a seat – ready to fly, always ready to fly - and has
exhausted her supply of chatter, the others look to me to see if I will pick up Elise’s thread.
“I think I know what you mean,” I say, opening the bottle and pouring myself a glass of orange
soda, “It can be hard to hold onto hope.”
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Laura Becker
The Only Thing that Matters
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Laura Becker
Scatterbrained
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Tyler Moore
duet
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